
Date Venue Start Time End Time 

Oct 18 SIS Level 4 Sofa 8pm 9.30pm 

Attendees Absentee 

All - 

 

No Discussion 
Point 

Description/Outcome 

1 
UT 
Feedback 

Our  sponsor and team shared: 
 
Collated UT results, so we are doing the implantation plan. Eg) Notifications 
from post.  
Performance matrix, in the final need to show performance matrix. How do they 
find the site’s response speed? Can be a little subjective but it’s the response 
based on what they feel.  
 
Measure the response time and avg that out. For example, if I click on create 
survey, from the time I click it to the moment the page loads, how long it takes?  

So we need to put timestamp literally for some functions, inside codes. 
 
Variables: Start Time and End Time.  
Validate findings from UT#1. We want to focus on time critical thing..  
 
Find it with one user then increase the concurrent user. Whether its 1 or 50 
sessions it should change so much.  
 
Start time and end time, performance matrix. Take the diff of the time and 
convert it to milliseconds. 
  

2 
Q&A + 
Feedback 

Q&A 
Highest no of answer, filtering.  
Able to sort also. Descending or ascending no of answers. 
Qn answered by exco member, we will have a star to highlight that its from 
Exco.  
QnA add to favourites, they have categories. like dropbox. Should be able to 
remove it as well as folder as well.  
Private message and private answer, private chat.  
 
Php text parsing, exact certain keywords, tag extraction. Text analytics, how to 
measure qn similarity...  
 
Scopedown BI, we are doing text analytics in support of Q&A feature, not more 
on graphical. Which is the most impt feature for our platform? 
 
Industrial exp, time n hr are at constraint, at some point we have to make some 
strategic decisions  

 

 

 



No. Action Item Action By Deadline 

1 Performance Matrix John/Thai Nov, 17 

2 Graphical & Textual Analytics Uma/Nik/John/Thai Nov, 10 

 

Minute Taker Next Meeting 

Uma Oct, 18 

 


